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Abstract

The governing equations for rate-independent large strain plasticity are formulated in the framework of meshless
method. The numerical procedures, including return mapping algorithm, to obtain the solutions of boundary value prob-
lems in computational plasticity are outlined. The large strain plastic response of materials under high-speed impact/con-
tact is simulated. Numerical results are presented and discussed.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The underlying structure of the finite element
method that originates from their reliance on a
mesh is not well suited to the treatment of extreme
mesh distortion. As a consequence, the application
of finite element method to large deformation prob-
lem involving severe mesh distortion is limited. On
the other hand, meshless methods require no explicit
mesh in computation [1–7] and therefore avoid the
difficulties of remeshings in the analyses of large
deformation problems. One of the application areas
in which meshless method has obvious advantages
over finite element method is high-speed impact
problem. From the viewpoint of mechanics, high-
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speed impact problem can be characterized by fol-
lowing keywords:

(1) Large strain.
(2) Elastic–plastic.
(3) Dynamic.
(4) Contact/friction/separation.

The solution of such problem involves multiple
iterations, and has been challenging the computa-
tional mechanics community for decades. As a
result, many assumptions and/or approximations
have been made in the formulation and numerical
implementation to resolve or to avoid those dif-
ficulties.

The objective of this paper is to simulate the
high-speed impact problem closely representing
the real physical situation. Therefore, in this work,
the formulation and the numerical implementation
.
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of the large strain elastic–plastic impact/contact
problem are based on

(1) Exact analytical nonlinear strain–displace-
ment relationship.

(2) Exact analytical nonlinear expression of inter-
nal nodal force.

(3) Exact treatment of contact/separation.

2. Formulation of large strain plasticity

To begin with, let the strain be assumed as a sum
of an elastic part and a plastic part:

EKL ¼ Ee
KL þ Ep

KL; ð2:1Þ
where E is the Lagrangian strain tensor. In case of
small strain, E is reduced to infinitesimal Eulerian
strain, e (eij � (ui,j + uj,i)/2), the symmetric part of
the displacement gradients. To be discussed later,
the evolution of Ep is defined through a flow rule;
Eq. (2.1) is considered as a definition of the elastic
strain Ee � E � Epor ee � e � ep in case of small
strain. The second assumption relates the second or-
der Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor T to the elastic
strain Ee, or Cauchy stress tensor t to e in case of
small strain, as

T KL ¼ AKLMN ðEMN � Ep
MN Þ or

tij ¼ Aijkle
e ¼ Aijklðekl � epklÞ. ð2:2Þ

The essential feature that characterizes plastic flow
is the notion of irreversibility. This basic property
is built into the following formulation. The elastic
domain E is defined to be the set that contains all
the admissible states (T,P) in the stress space as

E � fðT;PÞjf ðT;PÞ < 0g; ð2:3Þ
where f is a scalar-valued yield function and P is a
set of internal variables. The boundary of E, de-
noted by oE, defined as

oE � fðT;PÞjf ðT;PÞ ¼ 0g ð2:4Þ
is called the yield surface in stress space. The states
outside of oE, i.e., f(T,P) > 0, are nonadmissible.
The equations of evolution for Ep and P, called
the flow rule and the hardening law respectively,
can be written as

_E
p ¼ crðT;PÞ; _P ¼ �chðT;PÞ; ð2:5Þ

where r and h are prescribed constitutive functions
which define the direction of plastic flow and the
type of hardening; the parameter c is a nonnegative
function, called the consistency parameter, and is
assumed to obey the following Kuhn–Tucker condi-
tions [8]

c P 0; f ðT;PÞ 6 0; cf ðT;PÞ ¼ 0. ð2:6Þ
The flow rule and the hardening rule, Eq. (2.5), are
for the general nonassociative model. For associa-
tive model, Eq. (2.5) are specialized as

_E
p ¼ c

of
oT

; _P ¼ �cD � of
oP

; ð2:7Þ

where D is a symmetric matrix of plastic moduli and
assumed to be positive definite. The physical mean-
ing of Eq. (2.7)1 is that the plastic strain tensor is
increasing in the direction parallel to the outward
normal of the yield surface in the stress space.

In this work, a special and classical model for
metal plasticity, the J2 flow theory for 3-D and
plane strain problems, is used. First, the deviatoric
stress tensor is defined as

SKL � T KL �
1

3
TMMdKL. ð2:8Þ

It is seen that SMM � 0. A set of internal variables,
typical for metal plasticity, is chosen to be

P ¼ fb; �bg; ð2:9Þ

where b, often named as the back stress, defines the
center of the von Mises yield surface in the stress
space and is a second order symmetric tensor with
bKK = 0 and �b defines the isotropic hardening of
the von Mises yield surface. The J2 model [8,9] is
generalized to large strain plasticity, which has the
following yield condition, flow rule and hardening
rule:

f ðT;PÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nKLnKL

p
�

ffiffiffi
2

3

r
ðrY þ cH�bÞ

� knk �
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
ðrY þ cH�bÞ; ð2:10Þ

_E
p ¼ c

n

knk ; ð2:11Þ

_b ¼ c
2

3
ð1� cÞH n

knk ; ð2:12Þ

_�b ¼ c

ffiffiffi
2

3

r
; ð2:13Þ

where n � S � b; rY is the von Mises strength; H is
a constant representing the slope of the stress–strain
relation in plastic loading; c is a constant with
0 6 c 6 1. It is noticed that: (1) c = 1 implies
_b ¼ 0 which is the case of isotropic hardening; and
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(2) c = 0 implies that �b does not affect the size of the
yield surface—it is the case of kinematic hardening.

The central difference method is used in this work
for dynamic problems. The geometric and material
nonlinearities are included in the analysis of high-
speed impact problems. The equations of motion,
at time step n, may be written as [10]

Man ¼ Fn ¼ Fextðdn; tnÞ � F intðdn; tnÞ ð2:14Þ

subjected to

GIðd nÞ ¼ 0; I ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . nc; ð2:15Þ
where a and d are the acceleration and displacement
vector, respectively; F ext represents the boundary
conditions of specified loading; GI(d

n) = 0 are the
essential boundary conditions; F int indicates that
the internal nodal forces depend on the displace-
ments. Actually, nodal forces depend on stresses,
which depend on the strain and strain rates through
constitutive equations and through return mapping
algorithm in the case of plasticity, which in turn de-
pend on the displacements and their derivatives.
The procedures and the flowchart for the explicit time
integration can be found in Belytschko et al. [10].
However, it is noticed that this work is based on
meshless method and the way to impose the essential
boundary conditions at each time step is very differ-
ent from that in finite element method. The boundary
conditions during impact are rigorously imposed.

The Procedure of numerical implementation of
meshless analysis of impact/contact is outlined as

(1) Initialization: read in initial values, compute
mass matrix, diagonalize mass matrix.

(2) Calculate nodal forces.
(3) Solve for accelerations: an = M�1(f ext[dn, tn] �

f int[d n, t n]).
(4) Update time and nodal velocities.
(5) Enforce velocity boundary conditions (mesh-

less method, contact, friction, separation).
(6) Update nodal displacements.
(7) Calculate nodal force at time t = tn+1 and

solve for an+1.
(8) Write output, if simulation is not complete, go

to Step (4).

3. Meshless analysis of high-speed impact/contact

problem

High-speed impact is a dynamic large strain
elastic–plastic problem. Central difference method
is well suited for such highly transient problems
and is usually utilized to find solutions as functions
of time. It should also be noted that high-speed
impact is a contact problem between two material
bodies. During the process of contact, penetration
is prohibited but separation is allowed. In fact, sep-
aration begins as soon as the pair of points in con-
tact has the tendency to move apart. In meshless
method, the displacement, as well as the velocity
and the acceleration, of a point is not equal to the
nodal value associated with that point; rather, it is
a combination of nodal values of points in the
neighborhood of that point; however the instanta-
neous contact force being incorporated in the cen-
tral difference method is only applicable to the
point in question. This makes meshless analysis of
contact problem very challenging and requires spe-
cial attention in the numerical implementation.

Recall the momentum equation (balance of linear
momentum) in continuum mechanics as

tji;j þ qfi � q _mi ¼ 0. ð3:1Þ

Take the inner product between the momentum
equation and a test function (here the test function
is chosen to be the virtual velocity) and integrate
it over the current (deformed) configuration, it
resultsZ
m
dmiðtji;j þ qfi � q _miÞdm ¼ 0. ð3:2Þ

Assuming that (1) virtual velocity vanishes on the
entire boundary on which essential boundary condi-
tions are specified and (2) stresses are continuous on
all material interfaces (this requirement is naturally
and automatically guaranteed by meshless method),
Eq. (3.2) leads toZ
m
dmiq _midm ¼

Z
m
dmiqfidmþ

Z
Ct

dmi�tids�
Z
m
tjidmi;jdm;

ð3:3Þ
where the second term on the RHS is the surface
integral over the entire boundary on which the sur-
face traction is specified as (with n being the unit
outward normal on Ct)

njtji � ti ¼ �ti. ð3:4Þ
In meshless method, as well as in finite element
method, let Na(X) be the shape functions where X

denotes the Lagrangian coordinate and a is referring
to the ath node. Then the unknown function (trial
function), in this case the displacement vector, and
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the test function at any generic point X can be ex-
pressed as

uiðX; tÞ ¼ N aðXÞUiaðtÞ;
dmiðX; tÞ ¼ N aðXÞdV iaðtÞ;

ð3:5Þ

where Uia and dVia are the ith component of nodal
values of the displacement and virtual velocity of
the ath node, respectively. Then those terms in Eq.
(3.3) can be further derived to beZ

m
dmiqfi dmþ

Z
Ct

dmi�ti ds

¼ dV ia

Z
m
N aqfi dmþ

Z
Ct

N a�ti ds
� �

¼ dV ia

Z
V
N aq

0fi dV þ
Z
C0
t

N a�t
0
i dS

( )

� dV iaf ext
ia ; ð3:6ÞZ

m
tjidmi;j dm ¼ dV ia

Z
m
tjiN a;j dm

¼ dV ia

Z
m
j�1xi;Kxj;LT KLN a;j dm

¼ dV ia

Z
V
xi;KT KLN a;L dV

¼ dV ia

Z
V
ðdiK þ Nb;KUibÞT KLN a;L dV

� dV iaf int
ia ; ð3:7ÞZ

m
dmiq _mi dm ¼ dV ia

Z
m
N aNbqdm

� �
_V ib

¼ dV ia

Z
V
N aNbq

0 dV
� �

_V ib. ð3:8Þ

Because Eq. (3.3) has to stand for arbitrary dVia, it
follows

Mab
_V ib ¼ f ext

ia � f int
ia ; ð3:9Þ

where the mass matrix, defined as

Mab �
Z
V
q0N aNb dV ð3:10Þ

is constant in time and can be calculated in the
Lagrangian setting. It should be emphasized that
the formulation (including governing equation,
Eq. (3.9), and definitions for f ext

ia , f int
ia , Mab in Eqs.

(3.6), (3.7) and (3.10), respectively) is exact for dy-
namic finite strain plasticity. Now we are going to
diagonalize the mass matrix by row-sum technique

Md
aa ¼

X
b

Mab; ð3:11Þ
where Md is the diagonal, lumped mass matrix and
the bars underlying a indicate that the usually
understood summation convention is suspended.
Now Eq. (3.9) is reduced to

_V ia ¼ ðf ext
ia � f int

ia Þ=Md
aa. ð3:12Þ

For abbreviation, we may now rewrite Eq. (3.12) as

an � €un ¼ fn=Md ; ð3:13Þ
where the superscript n is referring to solution at
t = tn. The procedures of solving the governing
equation, Eq. (3.13), by the central difference
method are given as follows [10]:

Step 1: Partially update the nodal velocities.

vnþ1=2 ¼ vn þ 1

2
Dtan. ð3:14Þ

(At this moment, we assume that we know un, vn, an.
This assumption is perfectly all right because at
t = 0 we know u0 and v0 and from Eq. (3.13) we
know a0.)
Step 2: Enforce velocity boundary conditions. Set

miðXc; tnþ1=2Þ ¼ �miðXc; tnþ1=2Þ; ð3:15Þ
if the cth node is one of those we specify the ith
component of the velocity at t = tn+1/2 to be
�miðXc; tnþ1=2Þ. Notice that in finite element analysis,
Eq. (3.15) simply reads as

V nþ1=2
ic ¼ �miðXc; tnþ1=2Þ. ð3:16Þ

However, in meshless method, we know that

N aðXbÞ 6¼ dab; ð3:17Þ
uiðXa; tÞ 6¼ UiaðtÞ; miðXa; tÞ 6¼ V iaðtÞ. ð3:18Þ

The velocity boundary conditions, Eq. (3.15),
should be enforced by finding V nþ1=2

ic such that the
following is satisfied

V nþ1=2
ib N bðXcÞ ¼ �miðXc; tnþ1=2Þ. ð3:19Þ

This step should be performed with extreme
caution.
Step 3: Update nodal displacements.

unþ1 ¼ un þ Dtvnþ1=2. ð3:20Þ
Step 4: Computer nodal force using Eqs. (3.6) and

(3.7).
Step 5: Compute an+1 using Eq. (3.13).
Step 6: Partially update nodal velocities.

vnþ1 ¼ vnþ1=2 þ 1

2
Dtanþ1. ð3:21Þ



Fig. 1. A beam impacting with a rigid cylinder with an initial
velocity (meshless model).
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Step 7: Update counter, let n n + 1. Go to Step 1
if the entire process of simulation has not
been completed yet.

Notice that the central difference method is an
explicit method of which the condition of stability
requires that the time step Dt � tn+1 � tn cannot
exceed a critical value Dtc, which is given by

Dtc ¼
2

xmax

; ð3:22Þ

where xmax is the maximum frequency of the corre-
sponding linearized dynamic system. The suggested
Dt equals to cDtc with 0.8 < c < 0.98 [10].

Now, consider the impact between two bodies:
one is a rigid cylinder (radius = 0.4 m) and the other
is a deformable beam (0.2 m by 2 m), as shown in
Figs. 1 and 3. There are two cases: (1) the cylinder
is fixed in space and is impacted by a beam with an
initial velocity m0 = 50 m/s; (2) the fixed end beam
is impacted by the cylinder moving with a constant
velocity mc = 100 m/s. The relevant input data are

E ¼ 0:21 � 1012 N=m2; t ¼ 0:28; rY ¼ 0:2 � 109 N=m2;

H ¼ 0:21 � 109 N=m2; c ¼ 1; q0 ¼ 0:785 � 104 kg=m3;

where E is the Young�s module, t is the Poisson�s
ratio, rY the von Mises strength, H is a constant
Fig. 2. Von Mises stress distribution during impact/contact/separation
separation.
representing the slope of the stress–strain relation
in plastic loading, c is a constant with 0 6 c 6 1,
with c = 1 implies _b ¼ 0, which is the case of isotro-
pic hardening; and c = 0 implies that �b does not
affect the size of the yield surface—it is the case of
kinematic hardening; q0 is the mass density. To test
the applicability of the numerical implementation of
meshless method on large strain high-speed impact/
contact simulation, very high-speed impact velocity
is used in each case. It is noticed that these velocities
are higher than those in the case of regular car
crash. This then demonstrates the applicability of
: (a) initial contact, (b) full contact, (c) initial separation, (d) full
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meshless method on the simulation of higher-speed
impact in general sense.
Fig. 3. A rigid cylinder is impacting with a beam with an initial
velocity (meshless model).
3.1. Case 1: A beam impacting with a rigid cylinder
with initial velocity 50 m/s

This case is concerned with the beam impacting
with a rigid cylinder at an initial velocity as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The objective is to test the
contact/separation algorithm during large strain
elastic plastic deformation. Some of the numerical
results of case 1 are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d). They
are the snap shots of von Mises stress distribution
in deformed model during the contact/separation
process: initial contact, full contact, initial separa-
tion and full separation. As can be seen from the
results that the numerical implementation of mesh-
less method on dynamic, large strain, elastic plastic,
impact/contact/separation is successful.
3.2. Case 2: The rigid cylinder impacting with

a beam with constant velocity 100 m/s

In this case, the beam is fixed at the two ends and
the rigid cylinder is impacting with the beam with a
constant high-speed of 100 m/s, as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. von Mises stress distribution at different times during impact pro
(c) impact with very large deformation, (d) impact with extremely larg
Some snap shots are displayed in Fig. 4(a)–(d). The
objective of this simulation is to test the applicabil-
ity of meshless method on extreme large deforma-
tion involving contact/friction.

The above results demonstrated the applicability
of meshless method on extremely large deformation
problem and on impact/contact problem. To com-
pare the performance between meshless method
and finite element method, we have performed a
finite element analysis with exactly the same condi-
tions. As can be seen from Fig. 5(b), the simulation
by finite element method collapsed at very large
cess: (a) initial impact/contact, (b) impact with large deformation,
e deformation.



Fig. 5. (a) Frame display of meshless result. (b) Frame display of
finite element result showing the collapse of the computation.
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deformation. This shows the limitation of the appli-
cability of finite element method on large deforma-
tion problem.

4. Discussions

The first case of the impact problem, a moving
beam impacts with a rigid and fixed cylinder, aims
at the simulation of a moving vehicle encountering
an obstacle, while the second case, a moving rigid
cylinder impacts on a fixed end beam, belongs to a
general category of metal forming problems. A
much more realistic but difficult problem would be
the analysis of the impact process between two
deformable bodies.

Large deformation problem is a challenging
research subject pursued by many researchers for
many years already. So is the problem of contact/
separation modeling. The combination is even more
challenging and is often involved in crash and
impact problems. The two numerical cases pre-
sented in this work have demonstrated a very prom-
ising feature of the application of meshless method
on crash and impact simulations.
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